
Details on homework and class participation credit (addendum to Math
300 syllabus, 9/7/2012).

This class is mainly about solving problems and writing up solutions
precisely. Thus, most of the lecture time is to be spent discussing problems.
I expect students to read the text independently, and will only summarize
the main ”points of theory” in class.

1. Each solution turned in in writing will earn 1 HW point, if correct;
1/2 if the idea is correct, but the execution (presentation, structure of proof)
is not at an acceptable standard; 0 if the right idea is not there (regardless
of how much is written), of if it reveals misunderstanding of a concept.

2. Each student who volunteers to present a solution to the class (or is
called to do so) and does it correctly will earn one HW point (or 1/2 if the
solution is not complete).

3. Extra credit. There will be no “extra credit” opportunities given to
individual students (and not the whole class). Anyone who feels a need to
improve the HW grade is free to turn in written solutions to (or present in
class) problems not specifically assigned as HW, with the following provisos:
(i) Problems already discussed in class, or that have been part of the HW,
are excluded; (ii) The “extra problems” must be in the chapter of the text
currently being discussed.

4.Plagiarism. For some problems there is an outline of the solution in
the back of the book; solutions that amount to essentially a copy of that
will receive little or no credit; you may use the main idea (though finding
your own solution would be better), but fill in the details and structure the
proof in your own words. Additionally, for some problems a solution may be
found on the internet. Direct copies will be treated as plagiarism, a serious
academic offense. If something looks “too good” I may spot-check by asking
for an oral explanation of the solution. If the student is unable to explain
a solution he/she turned in, this will be treated as an instance of academic
fraud. So, to be safe, do your own work. The whole point is struggling to
find a solution, individually or with a small group of other students.

5.Total points. A total of 50 HW/participation points will correspond
to 100% HW grade, and proportionally (the number 50 may be revised
downwards later).
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